
A NEW FOVEATED SPACE-VARIANT CAMERA FOR ROBOTICAPPLICATIONSJ. A. Boluda1 F. Pardo1 T. Kayser2 J. J. P�erez1 J. Pelechano11Institut de Rob�otica. Universitat de Val�encia, Val�encia, Spain2Fachhochschule Mannheim, Mannheim, GermanyABSTRACTA foveated camera has been designed and fab-ricated. The camera is implemented using anew foveated CMOS sensor which incorporates alog-polar transformation. This transformation hasspecially interesting properties for image processingincluding the information selective reduction andsome invariances. The structure of this sensor per-mits an individual access to each pixel, exactly inthe same way that the access to a RAM. This isa very interesting property that makes a big dif-ference between a CCD based camera and a CMOSbased camera. In the other hand, the CMOS natureof the sensor implies a very important �xed patternnoise due to the mismatch of the cell transistors. A�xed pattern noise correction circuitry has been in-cluded in the camera, in order to achieve a goodimage quality. The solutions adopted for achievinga low noise/signal ratio are also presented. Finally,some guidelines for including this camera in an au-tonomous navigation system are shown. The easyway for calculating the time-to-impact through thiscamera suggests the utilization of this sensor sys-tem for real-time applications.1. THE LOG-POLARTRANSFORMATIONIn the human visual system the receptors of theretina are distributed in space with increasing den-sity toward the center of the visual �eld (the fovea)and decreasing density from the fovea toward theperiphery. The log-polar transformation is de-scribed as a conformal mapping of the points onthe polar (retinal) plane onto a cartesian (log-polar)plane following the equations:� � = log r = � (1)The resulting log-polar projection is invariant,under certain conditions, to linear scalings and ro-tations of the retinal image. These complex trans-formations are reduced to simple translations alongthe coordinate axes of the log-polar image. Thisproperty is valid if, the scene and/or the sensormoves along (scaling) or around (rotation) the op-tical axis. The same properties hold in the caseof a simple polar mapping of the image, but a lin-ear dilation around the fovea is transformed into alinear shift along the radial coordinate in the (�,)
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xFigure 1. The log-polar mappingplane, while the log-polar transformation producesa constant shift along the radial coordinate of thelog-polar projection [1].This structure has good resolution for image pro-cessing in the central parts of the scene, keepingenough resolution in the periphery allowing a wideview �eld. The result is a reduction of the imagedata to be processed, making these information rep-resentation specially interesting for real-time imagesystems and robotic navigation [2] [3]. We can seethe �gure 2, as an example of how is possible toreduce the quantity of data, without reducing thesubjective image quality. In this way, an importantrole of space-variant image processing is to keepcentered and focused the interesting parts of theimage. In this case it is possible to use this camerafor solve problems with a high computational cost.2. THE CMOS SENSORThe core of this camera is the new log-polar CMOSsensor [4]. There are, basically, two kind of CMOSsensing cells. The most used method is to integratethe incident light in a photodiode that is chargedduring an integration time. This exactly the sameway used for the CCD sensors for capturing light.There exits a retinal sensor implemented in stan-dard CCD technology [5]. The second way for lightcapture avoids the light integration and the photo-cell elements transform the light into current, andthen in voltage without charge integration. This isthe photocell used for the foveated CMOS sensor.The sensor has as input the address of the pixelto be read an as output an analog level, that after-wards, is ampli�ed and adjusted to convert it in adigital grey value. All this operations are performedout of the sensor. This sensor uses the log-polar dis-tribution, consequence of this special structure isIEEE Conference on Electronics, Circuits and Systems, ICECS'96, Rodos, Greece, October 19961 c IEEE 1996



the di�erent size of the sensing elements, achievingmore resolution in the center and less in the periph-ery. Moreover, the shape of the photodiodes fol-lows exactly the log polar transformation throughnon-orthogonal shapes. Finally, like a direct conse-quence of this di�erent size, a scaling mechanism isneeded.

Figure 2. The lab pet in the cortical plane,in a CCD image and in a retinal imageThere are two di�erent parts in the sensor, theretina or periphery and the fovea or central part.The retina follows the log-polar transformation ex-plained before. This is not possible for the foveapart due that following the log-polar equationsshould implies a very small transistors and, like con-sequence, rule violations in the layout design. Thislimitation is a big problem for the sensor symme-try structure, and then, for the image processingalgorithms. Due to that the solution adopted is afovea with 20 rings. The ten outer rings have 64pixels, the following inner �ve have 32 pixels, the

next two 16 pixels and �nally a ring with 8 pixels,another one with 4 pixels and the last one with onepixel, the central one. The resolution of the retinais 56x128. That means 56 circumferences with 128pixels each. This resolution is the biggest neverused in a foveated sensor to date. The sensor itselfhas been designed at IMEC, Belgium, and the phys-ical layout follows the log-polar transformation.The 56 rings in the retina area follow an expo-nential growing of the radius. That means that thepixel area grows also exponentially. The outer cellsare about 250 times bigger than the inner cells, thenthe response of the outer cells must be attenuatedby the adequate factor in order to obtain the sameresponse than the inner cells. The sensor has beenimplemented using a cell where the output is pro-portional to the logarithm of the incident light andphotodiode size. This growing factor becomes anadditive term instead of a multiplicative term, inother words, the di�erence from one cell to anotheris just an o�set.Moreover, there are more factors than includea �xed pattern noise inside the sensor. The mis-matching properties of MOS transistors are also aproblem for analog design [6]. This is an unavoid-able problem that is also present in other CMOSvisual sensors.The idea is to have exactly the sameresponse of two cells receiving the same quantity oflight, but this is impossible.There are several sources for the transistor mis-matching. Some of these sources are basically therandomly variation of some technological parame-ters, like the doping concentration and the oxidethickness. This variation depends of the wafer areawhere the transistors are located. There are alsogeometrical parameters like the length (L) and thewidth (W) of the transistor channels that can bemodi�ed, but it is not easy to know the inuence ofeach parameter in the �nal o�set non uniformity.There has been made a detailed study of this in-uence in this sensor and what to do in order tominimize it [7]. Unfortunately, due to the �xedpattern noise nature, it is not possible to avoid itcompletely. In this way, it is necessary to take intoaccount this o�set non uniformity for acquire thelog-polar images. The obvious way for doing thatis to have previously measured this �xed patternnoise, and afterwards, subtract it to each sensingcell. 3. THE CAMERA STRUCTUREThe camera has a C-mount lens holder for the op-tical elements. The CMOS sensor is mounted ina PLCC socket of 68 pins. Afterwards, an oper-ational ampli�er connected to the sensor output.This OPAMP is necessary since the output is notampli�ed and its amplitude is minimal, near of 10mv per light octave. Moreover, the signal is in-verted, then is necessary a negative ampli�cation.This OPAMP is also used for change the gain andthe o�set in a very accurate way. This character-istic permits to change the contrast and adjust thesignal to the range of the A/D converter. ThisOPAMP also �lters the great quantity of high fre-2



quency noise that is in the sensor output avoidingintroduce delays in the analog signal, due to that ahigh frequency OPAMP has been used. The use ofmost populars OPAMPs like the 741 introduces adelay bigger that the delay produced by the sensoritself. With this, the delay obtained is around 500ns, but in order to ensure a right stabilized value atime of 1 (s is used.Another bloc included is the automatic circuitryfor the �xed pattern noise compensation we cansee in the �gure 3. This compensation is imple-mented through a current injection in the OPAMPinput which is equivalent to subtract an o�set tothe sensor output. The o�set that must be sub-tracted is pixel-dependent. Initially, before of thenormal camera utilization, this o�set must be mea-sured and calibrated. This operation is made posi-tioning an ideal totally uniform grey level color inthe front of the camera and recording the sensingcell values in an SRAM. Ideally the normal pixelvalue should be uniform, but due to the o�set non-uniformity there is a di�erence between the real andthe theoretical value. When this �xed pattern noiseis in the SRAM, it is possible subtract it convert-ing this digital o�set value to an analogue valuethrough a D/A converter.
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VddFigure 3. The �xed pattern noise correctioncircuitryThe camera is connected through a plane cableand an IDC26 connector to a PC board. This boardis basically an Intel 8255 chip that has 3 I/O ports.The A port is con�gured for write the pixel address.The B port has the di�erent camera control signals,like y-select for the address multiplexer latch andthe clk-adc for the A/D converter capture. The Cport is used for read or write the binary value ofthe retinical pixel selected. In this way, it is verysimple to capture an image. Firstly the camerashould be calibrated as has been described before,and afterwards, if we want a complete image, allthe addresses must be generated and all the pixelvalues must be read, exactly in the same way thatusing a ROM. The bottle-neck is the speed for writ-ing the address and for reading the value when theidea is to obtain a full image. When the image pro-cessing algorithm do not use the whole image theadvantages are clear. The out/in PC operations areslower than the memory access. If we take into ac-count the software time needed for generate all thepixel addresses and for reading all the values theratio obtained is about 15 frames per second.The solution to this time constrain is very simple.

Figure 4. Camera PCBA frame grabber should be implemented. In fact,a frame grabber for the log-polar camera is nowbeing designed. This board will control the accessto the camera and will have a memory bu�er thatwill have the last image acquired. This memory willbe mapped directly to the PC memory, achieving afast frame acquisition. The card will have severalcon�guration registers for select a window in theimage or choose the acquiring speed. The initialsimulations give a frame ratio close of 100 framesper second.4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSThe software for calibrating and for acquiring im-ages has been also developed. This software is verysimply and there are basically only 3 routines foraccess to each pixel. The �rst routine for writethe high address or circumference (the addresses aremultiplexed), the second one to write the low ad-dress or pixel position in the circumference and thethird, and last one, to read the pixel value. Manymeasures has been made with the retinal camera,specially taking into account the problem on theo�set non uniformity. The retinal sensor yields agood response but the �xed pattern noise needs acorrection that is performed by the circuitry de-scribed before. In the �gure 5 it is shown an imagebefore of correction through the subtraction of the�xed pattern noise and after this correction.The response time measured of the camera de-veloped is 500 ns, that means than the stabilizationtime in the sensor output when the pixel select sig-nal has been activated is 500 ns. This speed willgive us, when the frame grabber is implemented, aratio of 100 images per second, in any case enoughfor robotics applications. The �nal image quality isnot very good for video transmission but is not badfor image processing.5. IMAGE PROCESSING FORROBOTIC APPLICATIONSThe camera is going to be used for obstacle avoid-ance in autonomous navigation for compute thetime to impact, for approaching objects. In the log-polar representation only the radial component ofthe optical ow, represented on the polar plane, de-pends on the time-to-impact. The polar ow repre-sentation allows the direct computation of the time-to-impact with arbitrary egomotion [8]. It is pos-sible to generalize the logarithmic-polar complexmapping property of transforming objects dilationinto a translation along the (radial coordinate to3



Figure 5. Top: Original sensor image. Bot-tom: Camera supplied imagemore general and complex kind of motions. Gen-erally, an expansion of the image of an object, dueeither to the motion of the camera or the objectitself, will produce a radial component of velocityon the retinal plane. It has been developed a the-oretical way for this estimation [8]. The log-polarrepresentation, that has been used in the sensor ofthis camera, is the best suited for the computationof the scene structure mainly for three reasons.� The problem is reduced to a small number ofequations which relates the optical ow and itsderivates.� The dependence on depth is decoupled in theradial and angular component of the opticalow. Only the radial component is propor-tional to the time-to-impact.� The polar mapping can be easily applied forreal time applications through the hardwaredescribed in this paper.6. CONCLUSIONSA new camera fully oriented to robotic applicationshas been developed and presented in this paper.The log-polar properties have been demonstratedto be oriented to robotic autonomous navigation.Once the CMOS sensor was developed it was nec-essary to develop a camera for acquire log-polar im-ages. A �xed pattern noise appears due to the log-polar representation and also due to the mismatch-ing of MOS transistors. This problem must be
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